Facilitation of ventricular tachycardia induction with abrupt changes in ventricular cycle length.
The effect of abrupt short-to-long changes in cycle length (CL) on the postulated reentrant circuit of ventricular tachycardia (VT) was evaluated. This was performed using single and double ventricular extrastimuli in a group of 21 patients clinically suspected of having VT in whom VT could not be induced at comparable or shorter constant CLs. A second group of 10 patients without suspected VT was similarly studied. Compared with constant CLs of equal or shorter duration preceding the single or double ventricular extrastimuli, abrupt short-to-long CL changes resulted in (1) initiation of sustained VT in 13 of 21 patients in whom VT could not be induced at constant CLs despite the use of shorter S1S3 by 66 +/- 17 ms; (2) increased incidence of initiation of sustained VT after the V3 phenomenon resulting from macroreentry within the His-Purkinje system (Re-HPS); (3) a small but higher incidence of sustained VT due to sustained Re-HPS; and (4) no induction of sustained or nonsustained VT with either method in the second group of patients. These results provide additional support for reentry as the basis for sustained ventricular tachyarrhythmias. Abrupt short-to-long CL changes may be effective for initiating sustained VT in patients at risk for these arrhythmias.